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CHARGE EXCHANGE LOSSES DURING CYCLOTRON ACCEJ.ER&TION: 
EXPERIMENT ftHD THEORY 

R. fi. Gough and M. L. Kallory 
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Quantitative estimates of charge exchange iCEl 
losses during acceleration are very important in the 
design and operation of heavy ion cyclotrons. Such 
estimates have been made using a vacuus model computer 
code which was developed to establish vacuum require
ments for the HSU superconducting heavy ion cyclotron. 
This code uses pressure and cross»section data to 
calculate the radial loss of beam, due to charge 
exchange. Since CE cross sections and radial pressure 
profiles are not always well known, certain specific 
measurements have been made using the LBL 8fi»Inch 
Cyclotron to provide experimental data needed to test 
the code. These include Measurements of pressure 
versus radius under vacuum conditions closely approxi
mating those existing during acceleration of 
14 4-i 40 0+ 
H and Ar beams, fleam intensity versus radius 

data demonstrating transmission losses for three beams 
are presented. Comparisons with theoretical predictions 
are given. 

Introduction 

The vacuum requirements for heavy ion acceleration 
in cyclotrons in the past have depended primarily 
upon the experimental measurements of beam attenuation 
data and the associated problem of data interpretation. 
A preferable approach is the construction of a 
theoretical model that calculates the necessary vacuum 
requirements for any beam desired. In recent years, 
advances in theory and exparimental measurements of 
charge exchange loss cross sections have made it pos~ 
sible to construct such & vacuum model for heavy ion 
cyclotron acceleration. However, many simplifying 
assumptions are made in the model and a check upon 
the model validity versus the experimental beam 
attenuation results is required. The following sections 
contain a brief outline of the vacuum model, experi
mental descriptions of the 8S-Xnch Cyclotron equipment 
used for vacuum measurements, followed by comparison 
of calculated attenuation losses with experimental 
results observed on the 8S~2nch Cyclotron in Berkeley. 

Heavy ion Vacuum Model 

Transmission of a heavy ion beam through a 
cyclotron is generally described by the function 
exp(-opx) where a is the charge exchange cross section, 
p is the pressure and x is the path length. The CS 
losses for heavy ion acceleration are composed 
of charge pickup and charge stripping processes ' 
(i.e. a - a + o ), The charge pickup process dominates 
at low energy. No theoretical model of charge pickup 
cross section as a function of energy (relevant to 
cyclotrons) exists. Recently Qlsoit and Salop1 have 
developed theoretical equations for charge pickup 
at very low energy, i.e. essentially aero energy for 
cyclotrons. Another cross section data point for 
charge pickup c.in now be obtained from a different 
ki„d of experimental data. Kamely. Betz2 has derived 
an empirical equation far relating the energy at which 
the accelerated ion of charge q is in equilibrium 
with the charge pickup and charge stripping processes. 
Hence, at that energy the charge pickup cross Bectio« 
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is equaJ to the charge stripping cross section and 
this value can be obtained from the Bohr-Leinhardt 
equation.3 It is then assumed that the picXsip cross 
section between these two points is given by 

-YE O (EJ «= C (E-Oi e ' where P is the pickup cross 
section, E is the energy, y is the constant for the 
two pickup cross section points described above. 
Examination of experimental cross section data with 
this assumption reveals good agreement. 

The charge stripping cross section has used the 
Bohr-Iieinhardt equation, with the loss cross section 
set constant after the ion veSocity exceeds the outer 
electron velocity of the accelerated particle. An 
example oi the cross s section calculated from this 
model is shown in Figure 1(a) far 230'jl2+. 
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Fig. 1, a; The theoretical loss cross, section for 
238 12+ 

0 is shown. It is composed of a low energy 
portion due to charge pickup, and a high energy portion 
due to charge stripping, b) The transmission of 
238012* tj^jjgn a K „ 49Q hB-Vf 3-a e e cyclotron is shown 
for various pressures. Greater than 90% will be 
transmitted for a pressure of 10 Torr. 
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The trafissiission of the particles thru the 
accelerator is numerically calculated for each tarn 
assuming circular orbits, input parameters are the 
dee angle, dee voltage, number of dees, the rf harmonic 
number and the cyclotron X value. The pressure is 
assumed to be constant and the calculations are done 
fcr a series of pressure values* figure Kb) shows 
the transmission results for 23SalZ+ in a-K - 490 MeV 
cyclotron with three dees for various pressures. These 
calculations indicate that for pressures better than 
5 * 10" 7, more than 754 of the 238ulZ+ b e a n w i l l b e 

transmitted from thfi center region to the point of 
extraction. 

Pressure Measurements at the SB-Inch Cyclotron 

The Bt-rkeley 88-Inch Cyclotron has a 25,000 H 
main vacuum chaster consisting of an accelerating 
region or dee tank and a large volume RF resonator 
tank. The schematic in Fig. 2 indicates the location 
of four HMg-tTappeA diffusion pumps; two in the See 
tank and two in the resonator tank. Also shown in 
a cryogenic pumping surface {0.39 m 2 at ~20°K) which 
was in operation during all of the measurements reported 
here. 

The total pumping speed on the acceleration 
chamber is calculated to be 15,000 - 20,000 %/$. Ihe 
ptanping speed inside the dee as significantly lower 
than on the dummy dee side. Pates-of-rise measurements 
indicate the total tank leak rate to be typically 
0.O2 Torr-e./s. 

There are many problems associated with determining 
the pressures at various points within the accelerating 
region under operating conditions. For example, at 
the as-Inch Cyclotron both the pressure ana the sensi
tivity of the tank ion gauges exhibit a small dependence 
on the main magnet field strength. $he compression on 
the main seal increases with increasing magnetic field, 
reducing the leak rate through the (netal gasket. 
Magnetic shielding is utilized whe:- practical to 
minimize the effects of stray field on the ion gauges. 
There is, nevertheless, an apparent vacuum improvement 
of up to 20% due to the combined effects of the magnetic 
fidId. Another problem is the location and type of 
vacuum measuring gauges and gas loads entering the 

Fig. 2. Plan view schematic of the Berkeley 88-*nch 
cyclotron showing the location of pumps and vacuum 
gauges. The ion gauge on the radial dee probe was 
^"ed for measuring she pressure inside the dee, 

acceleration chamber. Figure 2 indicates the location 
of a vacuum analyzer and five ionization gauges* four 
of which are used in normal operation. Ion gauges 
designated IG02 and IG03 as we31 as the vacuus analyser 
are located on the B? resonates; tank, considerably 
removed from the accelerating region. IG02 is an 
tS2-tr»PPe,3 gauge. IG06 is very close to the cryopanel 
and its reading when th« cxyopanel is operating is 
therefore lower than the pressure encountered by the 
beam. IG10 is a nude gauge and perhaps provides the 
best single measurement of the pressure at the beam 
platter during normal operation. 

Xn order to estimate the pressure within the 
dee, where the pumping speed is the isost limited, 
a VG1& type ion gauge was mounted on a remotely 
controlled dee probe shaft (see Fig. 2) of the type 
normally used to obtain intensity vs radius data. 
Figure 3 shows the radial pressure profiles obtained 
•under various ion source gas flow rates of argon and 
nitrogen. Since, for these tests, neither the ffiain 
field nor the ion source arc was on, the indicated 
flow rate of gas into the source represents the actual 
flow of gas into the accelerating chauber. When the 
source is operating, not all of the indicated gas 
flow enters the accelerating region - a substantial 
fraction is "pusped" by the source itself. Becent 
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ffig. 3. Pressure vs. radius data inside the dee for 
a) argon and bi nitrogen source gas under various 
flow conditions. 
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measurements of this effect using the internal PIG 
source of the 08-Inch Cyclotron indicated that for 
O2 gas only 5-20% of the measured flow actually entered 
the dee tank. The variation depended on the mode 
of arc operation - for low gas flow conditions 
(2.E-3 atra cc/min) only ̂ -5% of the flow entered the 
tank, while for high gas flow (<?5 atm cc/min) about 
20» entered the tank. Oxygen, being very chemically 
active, may not be typical in this respect. He have 
observed, for example, that when operating the source 
with oxygen gas, an urr*sually high flow rate is required 
in contrast to comparable operation with other gases 
like K or Ne, 

Another problem which arises in these measurements 
is estimating the composition of the gas in the dee 
tank. Using Ne background gas Instead of Njr for 
example, when calculating the CE losses for a 112 KeV 
2 0 N e 3 + beam increases the predicted attenuation by 
e factor of two. The vacuum analyzer on the RF 
resonator tank of the 88-Inch Cyclotron indicated 
N2 and 02 to be by far the strongest components in 
the residual gas spectrum under all operating conditions 
considered here. In the dee tank the component due 
to the source gas will certainly be higher than was 
measured by the vacuum analyzer. However, considering 
the measured source gas flow rates, the source pumping 
effect and the total vacuum tank leak rate of 
-1.6 atm cc/min (based on total rates-of-rise 
measurements) it seems likely that H 2 and 03 hav« 
the largest partial pressures of all the gases even 
in the accelerating region. This assumption is made 
in considering the sensitivity of the ion gauges to 
different gases'* and in choosing the background gas 
used in the transmission calculations presented below. 

Comparison of Calculated and Measured Transmission 

Calculations were made for three different beams 
run at the 38-Inch cyclotron: a) 104 MeV 1 6 0 4 + 

b> 112 MeV 2 0 H e 4 + and o) 224 MeV 4 0 A r 8 + and the results 
are shown in Fig. 4. For these calculations an average 
accelerating chamber pressure was estimated for each 
case at a radius corresponding to 60i of full energy. 
For the 104 MeV * 6o4 + case, the pressure inside the 
dee was normalized to the data of Fig. 3b with a flow 
corresponding to 95% source pumping, a value determined 
at the time of tht transmission measurement. The 
pressure in the dummy dee half of the acceleration 
c>.— her waB assumed to be 10ft higher than the average 
of 1G06 and IG10. No reliable transmission data could 
be obtained below 20 HeV due to the uncertain contri
bution of out-of-phase beam to the dee probe current 
signal. Figure 4(a) shows the calculated and measured 
transmission far the 1Q4 HftV 1 6 a * + beam. 

To obtain the calculated transmission curve for 
the 112 MeV 2 0He' 1 + beam shown in Fig. 4(b) and the 
224 MeV ^Ar 8* beam shown in Fig, 4(c) a similar 
procedure for estimating the average tank pressure 
was followed except that the ion source was assumed 
to pump only 50% of the He or Ar gas supplied to it. 
The argon calculation is not sensitive to this assump
tion since, as can be seen from Fig. 3(a), the amount 
of Ar required to run the ion source has very little 
effect on the dee tank pressure. The He and Ar 
transmission results were taken during the same run 
under the same cyclotron tuninq conditions - only 
a slight change in frequency separates the two beams. 
Ho reliable transmission data could be obtained below 
1 KeV/mtcleon in these cases due to the uncertain 
contribution of out-of-phase beam to the dee probe 
current signal. It should be noted that the cryopanel 
does not puap Ne, making the vacuum analysis for this 
case less certain. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of theoretical and measured 
transmission curves for three 86-Inch Cyclotron beams: 
a) 104 MeV l 6 0 4 + , bj 112 KeV 2 0He' M' J c> 224 MeV 4 0 A r 6 + . 
The calculated results are shown as a solid line and 
the circles represent measured data points. 

Discussion of Results 

Given the uncertainties in the molecular cross 
section data and in the estimates of the actual 
pressures under operating conditions, the agreement 
seen in Fig. 4 is thought to be reasonably good. For 
example the calculations could be brought into excellent 
agreement with the data if estimates of the pressures 
or tha cross sections were 1.5 to 2.5 tines too high. 

It is extremely useful to operating cyclotrons 
to bo able to predict transmission losses for new 
beams and for very low intensity beams where traditional 
dee probe current monitoring systems lack sensitivity, 
it is even more useful for new cyclotrons or other 
accelerators to predict vacuum requirements early 
in their design stage. Further comparisons of the 
type described in this report would be useful in 
refining the vacuum model code. Furthermore, with 
sufficient core in the analysis of the vacuum in the 
accelerating region, it should be possible to make 
improved measurement* of molecular cross section data. 
A cyclotron is well suited to this task since the 
energy dependence of the molecular cross sections 
comes directly from the transmission data. 
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